
a reputation for awesome
quality

LANGCOURT  is recognized as the worldwide industry leader in
the plating and repairing of aluminum cylinders. We pride ourselves
in providing the widest variety and highest quality of cylinder
services available. Whether you need a damaged cylinder
reconditioned, a new casting coated,or just want a overbore,

LANGCOURT is the right choice. Our professional staff will return
your cylinder to new or better than new condition. In most
cases,this is achieved using one of three steps determined by the
extent of damage to your cylinder:
-Re-plating
-Boring,welding and re-plating
-repair damaged parts,boring,welding and re-plating.
In any case,your cylinder will always receive the least amount of
work possible while maintaining our highest level of quality
standards.

QUALITY

LANGCOURT  will provide you with the highest quality in the
industry – period. It is our determination in the constant pursiut of
pefection that keeps us atop our competition.



FAST TURN-AROUND

LANGCOURT  will provide you with the fastest turn-around
possible every time. Let’s face it...........there is NEVER a good time
for your cylinder to fail. When repair is needed,you want to get back
up and running as quickly as possible.

TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY

LANGCOURT  remains on the cutting edge of cylinder
technology. Our engineering background combined with many
years of experience has helped us master processes said to be

impossible by our competitors. LANGCOURT continues to
welcome new challenges and development projects with
confidence.

OUR BENEFITS

- increased horsepower
- less weight than cast iron
- improved heat transfer
- greater ring compatibility
- factory bores available
- saves custom porting
- return to stock size
- superior wear resistance
- improved port chamfers
- saves on cost for new cylinders
- technical support
- quick turn-around ( usually 10 working days )



OUR COATING

If you have the best cylinder casting it only makes sense to use the
best

nickel-silicone-carbide
coating on the bore. Nickel silicon carbide is a composite coating of
Nickel and Silicon Carbide evenly dispersed throughout.
The silicon carbide acts as the running and wear surface and the
nickel serves as the bonding agent. The benefits of the coating over
cast iron include:
- better heat transfer
- 10 times more wear resistance
- better oil retention and lower coefficient of friction
All of these factors result in having a longer lasting,cooler running
and,
more importantly,more powerful engine.

OUR HONING

No cylinder  would be complete without a proper honed finish.
Honing not only sets up the bore so the piston will not seize,but
also affects the ring seal and ring wear. The honing is even more
important when finishing a nickel silicon carbide cylinder. At

LANGCOURT we use only the best german diamond tooling from
GEHRING and check our cylinders with a surface roughness tester.
The surface finish determines cylinder life and oil retention. It also
can affect ring compatibility. The result of all our technology is the
roundest,straightest and longest wearing cylinder bores on the
worldwide market.



LANGCOURT – chosen by world class racers,race teams and
factories

We’re proud to be a part of the YAMAHA-UK Offroad team, many
raceteams in the Motocross –
and the Enduro World Championships use our coating, as well
we`re working for Cosworth Engines.

Racing is why we got into this business in the beginning. We enjoy
the excitement of the sport and feel proud to play a role in helping
our customers win races –   and win they have.
From karting to MX,from Enduro to snowcross and Jet Skiing,
racers using our plating have won countless national and
international championships.

At LANGCOURT , our racing background is long and distinctive.
With our expert staff,we can help even the most professional teams
improve performance. Even if you don’t race,we can make your
stock engine better.

At LANGCOURT , one of our founding principles is quality.
Quality people produce quality results. We are known as the  best
in the industry and intend to maintain this honorable position.



„QUALITY FIRST“ is not a rule – it’s a way of our life. We start with
the best team and the best equipment ... resulting in pride in our
product.We’re not the cheapest but we are positive we are the best.
Since the first day we opened our doors,we have used our technical
expertise to ensure that our Nickel Silicon Carbide coatings are
harder,rounder and more wear resistant than any other you can
buy. We are recommended and used by more Original Engine
Manufacturers ( OEM ) than any other aftermarket Plating company
on the globe.
Word of mouth is the best gauge of how good a plating company is.
We encourage to ask  around . So if you have a big race this
weekend or just a big ride,you can count on us to provide you with
the highest quality cylinders in the industry!

LANGCOURT
-

SIMPLY
THE BEST
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